
ANCHORS and FRAMES and THEMES (Oh My) 
- By Eric Oliver 

 
“Many people overestimate how much changing a person can really do.  They fail to realize that just 

going from ‘The same damn thing over and over’ to ‘One damn thing after another’ is a real 
improvement”. – Bill O’Hanlon 

 
GROUND RULE TERRITORY 

 Perhaps the biggest problem trial attorneys confront, when it comes to communication, 

persuasion and influence, is what almost everybody consistently ignores about the decision making 

process.  We ignore the fact that the part of the mind that forms most of any eventual decision plays by 

very different ground rules than we’d like it to.  When we ignore this situation, and act as if the decision 

maker’s mind plays by one set of rules – not two – we are most likely disappointed by the results of our 

persuasive efforts.  For attorneys, those disappointments come in the form of failed mediations, 

unsuccessful negotiations and dreadful outcomes in court. 

 

 While it has been decades since anyone in the scientific community questioned the fact of a 

dynamic between those thoughts which are conscious and those that are not, very few in the legal 

community are trained to actually account for that difference in practice when developing and delivering 

persuasive case stories for settlement talks or trials.  But, the fact remains, when it comes to the genesis of 

every legal decision, the mind works them out from two distinct parts with distinctly different ways of 

getting their jobs done.  It is actually the dynamic between what is consciously available to question and 

control and what is not that ends up stymieing so many who ignore its role. 

 

 Elsewhere, I’ve referred to what is known about communication, influence and decision making 

as the Train of Thought and Action.  In sequence, a decision maker Perceives the message and the 

messenger, References that perceived message against stored experiences and personal narratives about 

them, Reacts with a visceral sensation of comfort or disquiet, Responds through habituated patterns 

expressing anything from interest to outrage,  and then, finally, produces several Reasons (not one) why 

that leaning is justified.1  The lesson that remains absent from law schools and CLE’s is that all but the 

final step, when language arrives to begin to describe a process already well underway, is not a 

consciously run activity, and does not play by rules that govern the conscious mind’s behavior. So, efforts 

made to influence that process presuming only one set of rules for both parts of the mind involved, all 

begin with a lower chance for success. 

                                                      
1 For a more detailed discussion of the process, see, Oliver, Eric; Facts Can’t Speak for Themselves: Reveal the 
Stories that Give Facts Their Meaning; NITA; Louisville, CO; 2005; Chapters 1 – 3. 



 Habitual references, reactions and responses are the coin of the other than conscious realm.  And, 

a habituated response is not always a rational or reasonable one.  A simple example used often to describe 

the decision maker poised at the juncture between the two worlds of conscious and other than conscious 

responses pictures that person entering a store that sells anything from clothing, to furniture to cars.  An 

enthusiastic salesperson rushes up and melodically asks, “May I help you?”  The very common, 

unthinking response is, “No thanks, I’m just looking,” despite the fact that the person went there with a 

specific intent to buy something.2   

 

This sales example mimics the unthinking, but habitually-driven “Yes” answers to the question, 

“Despite all that, can you set it aside, follow the instructions and be fair?” in voir dire from the bench.  

The challenge to being a fair person implied in the question almost always overrides even a thoughtful 

individual’s conscious awareness of a number of specific admissions of biasing impediments to the goal.  

If you want to see what happens when you force the conscious mind to justify such an other than 

conscious response, just ask the potential juror, “Honestly, how exactly will you do that?” and watch the 

internal struggle over a question that can’t be answered by the mental part to which it has just been posed. 

 

 In the sales world, a catch phrase developed over the years to caution newbies about this interplay 

between the habits behind the decision making responses and the words we choose to talk about it.  The 

phrase is, “When asked to buy, people will lie!”  Or, to be kinder, they will not be able to consciously, 

and accurately report what their own mind has in mind for them. 

 

 How does this affect the trial attorney who wants to develop and deliver the most persuasive case 

story possible, in any legal venue?  It provides guidance – a rule – for exactly how to go about 

discovering what people think about a certain case story, and then how to take that knowledge, turn 

around and present a more persuasive story to the actual decision makers.  This rule has to respect the 

primary, other than conscious functions in decision making, as well as the final, conscious bits, as well.  

That rule is, when engaging the inquiries both focus groups and voir dire use, or in attempts to persuade 

in opening and witness exams, take a more indirect approach.  Just as the judge’s indirect assault on the 

self-concept of “me being fair” overrides consideration of reasonable impediments to that goal, more 

indirect questions and indirect efforts to influence can reach decision makers closer to where their 

judgments are first being built. 

                                                      
2 The same habit can be found at work in a focus group participant who has volunteered to do the job of rendering 
his or her opinions in a group, yet claims to have none on arrival there. Or, the venire person, who swears to the 
court to honestly answer inquiries but won’t even answer direct questions. A lot depends on questions that either 
provoke or avoid these habitually-framed responses. 
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 If you choose the direct question and the direct suggestion every time, you will get the 

equivalents of the “No, I’m just looking” response – out of habit – for your troubles, more often than not. 

That is because there is a legal version of that old sales saying.  It is, “When you ask them why, people 

will lie!”.  If you ask them “Why?” they think, act or feel a certain way, people (usually) do not 

intentionally lie, nor do they refuse to answer from bias or enmity.  But, they will all spout fiction in their 

answers anyway.  The question shows the deepest disrespect for the structure of each person’s decision 

making apparatus.  They will lie when you ask “why?” because they do not have access to the part with 

the answer to that question.  They don’t have access for two very important, very well-established 

reasons. 

 1. Nobody gets to open a conscious window into unconscious processes just because they want 

s by listing reasons for it first.  Reasons – in words - come last.  The 

aboose on the Train. 

 

by 

 asking, if your questions 

re direct.  Indirect communication rules. “Can you be fair?”  “Uh, yes I am.” 

eel 

 the 

iggest part of the problem, and a huge impediment to change for the better in legal persuasion. 

s 

for 

to, nor just because you ask. 

 2. Nobody makes decision

C

 

 A decision, it turns out, is far more realized than it is “made” in the traditional sense of the word. 

The decision maker responds to their perceptions of the message and their subjective references for it 

building a private version of the case story.  That process starts almost completely outside conscious 

control.  And, much of it is also outside conscious reach.  No access just for the

a

 

 But, any attorney who has watched a consultant moderate a focus group, watched a judge or 

lawyer voir dire a panel of prospective jurors, or run their own group or voir dire knows that I’ve got this 

all wrong, based on his or her own experiences.  They all know that when asked, “Why do you think, f

or react that way?” everybody has an answer.  They all do.  And, that is absolutely true.  And it is

b

 

 Habit is a powerful master.  And, we all rehearse the habit of pretending to have the direct acces

to our inner thoughts which none of us actually possesses. All the research work on the story model 

juror decision making, as well as the more basic science for decades on perceptions and judgments 

confirms what we all know empirically about our own thinking.  Lots of it happens before we get a 

chance to comment on it, much less direct its course.  But, since we rarely have to confront this reality, 

since nobody is following us around asking the “Honestly, how exactly will you do that?” question when 

we make up an answer to each “Can you forget all that and be fair?” situation, we all build up the habit of 
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pretending we actually do have access to all sorts of mental processes that are really out of our reach. O

culture 

ur 

reinforces this frame of mind and we are rewarded for rehearsing it. “Thank you for telling me 

hy.” 

 

 we’re asked, is a pervasive, insidious suggestion most people have inculcated without 

 second thought. 

 

 

 

 can come in real handy. Facility with framing provides plenty of 

hances to use indirect influence. 

r 

 is the “anchor”, though most people 

fer to both cue and response with the same label, as an anchor. 

 

f 

 

w

 

 This is a big problem for those attorneys who want to actually become more persuasive.  If 

everybody will make up an answer to the “Why?” question, even if it is a lie, the temptation is to take 

them at their word.  The habit of pretending we each should be in control of our thoughts, should each be

in charge of our reactions, to be “clear thinkers”, ready to report on any part of our mental worlds on no 

notice, just because

a

 

 If you want to explore the subjective story-building process as it actually happens, as much as 

possible, and appeal to the parts of the mind that indisputably get first crack at deciding your case, then

the indirect inquiry and the indirect suggestion are the proper methods.  If it is true that you can’t just

demand an accurate answer saying, “Tell me what you think and why you think that,” then it is also

equally true that, to persuade, you can’t simply tell ‘em what to think and expect that dictate to be 

followed, either.  Rather, you would be wise to add tools to your practice of researching a case story and 

then delivering it, that allow you to respond in kind to both parts of the decision making mind.  Directly 

for the part that has conscious access.  And, indirectly for the majority that does not.  That is where a full 

appreciation of the role of mental frames

c

 

FRAMES OF MIND 

 Anchors rely on cues that come in the form of select words, images, sounds or sensations.  A 

lawyer and listeners alike can condition themselves to use these cues to revive rehearsed or habituated 

responses that serve to hold case story frames in mind over time.  The anchor is not the cue phrase, sound 

or image itself, but the conditioned response it evokes.  For example, if your cue phrase is “overruled” o

“sustained” spoken from the bench, then your habituated response

re

Frames are habituated mental packages of perceptions and meaning into which different parts o

a case story are most easily sorted and arranged.  These frames are mostly resident in decision makers’ 

minds before an attorney tries to evoke – or invoke – them as part of a particular case story research group
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or presentation at mediation or trial.  Frames are the bridge between simple anchors and the construction 

of decis

 

s and reference experiences from which they are drawn.  You can invite decision 

makers to perceive a certain theme, but you can’t just tell them to do it - even if you keep repeating your 

own the

 

 

 in focus groups to learn all you need to know about that story.  

But, just telling everyone what frames your client would like them to use to recreate the case story is not 

just unp

mes.”  They go on to quote the noted expert on 

framing, George Lakoff, who summarizes the problem like this, “If the truth doesn’t fit the existing 

frame, t

, 

in contr

ion maker stories that will reveal a theme. 

 

A theme is what each decision maker ultimately perceives the case story to be all about.  Each 

will build his or her own theme for the case story you deliver, just like they re-author that story to fit their

own internal set of frame

me phrase a lot. 

 

Another reason many attorneys have a hard time escaping the habit of wanting both parts of the

mind to play by one set of conscious rules, besides the ubiquitous reinforcement of presumed conscious 

access, is a built-in problem with framing and legal practice.  From the very beginning of their careers, 

trial lawyers practice highly valuing things that are specific and direct.  On the record.  Putting the actual 

presentation of a case story into a frame that prizes indirect efforts as a highly-valued factor is hard.  Even

harder to imagine asking indirect questions

ersuasive, it is counterproductive. 

 

Writing about the use of frames in conflict resolution, authors Sanda Kaufman, Michael Elliott 

and Deborah Shmueli3 point out why. 

“There is a common myth that people, once faced with the bare facts, will be persuaded to side 

with the truth. In reality, the truth does not always set one free; rather, the truth matters most when it fits 

pre-existing world views and frames. This suggests that a persuasive tactic would be to change people’s 

frames rather than present facts that conflict with their fra

he frame will stay in place and the truth will dissipate.” 

 

In his latest book4, Lakoff describes what I call the Train of Thought and Action as “real reason”

ast with the version of reasoning that emerged during the Enlightenment, which evidentiary and 

court rules all still reference, and which Kaufman et al call the “common myth” about decision making. 

                                                      
3  Kaufman, Sanda, Elliott Michael and Shmueli, Deborah; “Frames, Framing and Reframing”, at 
www.beyondintractability.org/essay/framing; September 2003 
4 Lakoff, George; The Political Mind: Why You Can’t Understand 21st-Century Politics with an 18th-Century Brain; 
Penguin Group; New York, NY; 2008; Pgs 12-13 
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“We will need to embrace a deep rationality that can take account of, and advantage o

that is largely unconscious, embodied, emotional, metaphorical, and only partly universal. A New 

Enlightenment would not abandon reason, but rather understand that we are using real reason – 

f, a mind 

embodied 

reason, reason shaped by our bodies and our brains and interactions in the real world, reason 

incorpo

 consciousness.” 

rive 

decision

Decisions are not made by a “rational actor” in the mind, as economists might imagine. 

this day.  As 

long as the juror “vessel” agrees to stay “empty”, he or she is deemed “fair” – even if they honestly have 

no clue d 

t 

st 

at behavior.  To act goal-driven, one must set and track progress toward 

at goal, presuming full access to and awareness of the process.  And, to “be fair” by remaining 

case story facts till all are delivered, one must consciously control every part 

of mind

rating emotion, structured by frames and metaphors and images and symbols, with conscious 

thought shaped by the vast invisible realm of neural circuitry not accessible to

 

Consider a couple of frames that professionals have held in the past about the processes that d

 making. Maybe it can put our challenge into a more helpful context. 

- 

- Decisions are not made to reach “secondary gain” in the mind, as psychologists may wish. 

- Decisions are not “goal-driven” in the mind, as the MBA’s all might hope.  

 

And, it is clear now, that decisions are not made as the law has hypothesized for so long, by 

filling an “empty vessel” with a stack o’ facts, sprinkling some law and rules on top, closing the vessel, 

shaking well, and pouring out justice.  That is the classical reasoning frame or mindset that still governs 

most of the assumptions behind denying strikes for cause in courtrooms across the country to 

how they might actually try to accomplish such a task. That is why some courts accurately hol

that a prospective juror should not be considered an expert on his or her own ability to serve. 

 

Please stop to notice one key component that all these frames from four different professions 

have in common. Part of their past habituated views on decision making was that they all relied to a grea

degree on an implicit assumption of conscious control over the process.  To act rationally, one mu

constantly, consciously weigh options and track progress.  To achieve secondary gains or benefits of a 

behavior, one must “choose” th

th

untouched by accumulating 

, memory and process. 

 

THE FRAMING HABIT 

Clearly, there is a different set of rules that govern most of the early process of decision making. 

Any effort to influence the majority of the mental process that produces any legal decision, by any legal 

decision maker, in any legal forum must show some respect for the ground rules of that process.  So, by 
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necessity, efforts to influence or persuade in legal communication must respect the role that framin

message plays.  Many attorneys are familiar with frames and framing in theory.  Many at

g of a 

tempt to utilize 

the phenomenon.  Unfortunately, most efforts are made while playing by conscious mind rules.  As such, 

they don

r re-authoring – of their private versions of your clients’ case stories.  

Recognizing what frames are at play, or likely at play, among the minds you must persuade is a good 

starting t at 

king functions by other than conscious habit first, by classic reason and 

rationales last.  Reasons are the Caboose. That means, when considering how to recognize, appreciate and 

then utilize framing while inquiring about or delivering a case story, the (mostly) conscious tool of 

language is not the big key.5 

’t respect the rules the decision maker’s mind outside consciousness plays by when using 

existing frames, or when accepting an invitation to adopt different, or wholly new ones. 

 

Lots of people in focus groups and in venire panels will be unthinkingly applying pervasive 

mental frames to the construction – o

point.  Because people can’t be invited to change a frame they are using without first being me

the one they are employing already. 

 

Our legal decision ma

   
 

Here is a simple  example, sans words, to help drive home this point. Try to avoid a too literal 

interpre  to 

                                                     

tation of these images, falling prey to the same left-brained thinking that needs to be set aside

make room for efforts to influence the other variety. Before you explain specifically, you want to invite 

implicitly.   

 
5 “News From the Mental Edge”, Vol. 13, No. 1, Winter 2008, pgs. 1-15 for a very detailed review of the habitual 
framing of all interactions into words as an artifact of legal training and experience. 
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Thinking about frames of mind probably habituated for anybody who has ridden in, see

driven automobiles or trucks, can you think of a few that they might apply to this image?  Don’t forget 

frames that come from habits in the way we all have

n, or 

 learned to read and write.  Here’s a few: 

e more important things as those “on top”. 

people. 

ility and stopping distance rehearsed in our minds and 

this top- ites the most dangerous view of that framing to come to the surface as well. 

Even because they are seen in silhouette, frames for such imagery tend to evoke at least 

seriousn

 so 

ious processing to try and drum up less-conscious frameworks they’ve 

learned to place over reality for much of their lives. This visual framing is much more powerful than 

those w

 

But, what if the first image presented to a group considering a trucking liability case were this one 

instead? What becomes of the framing? 

- People read top to bottom, and left to right.  Because we learn our most fundamental 

interactions from young ages, embodied, physical frames and mindsets carry great sway. We tend to 

frame th

- We have frames about size, proportion and symmetry embedded in our minds. This image 

invites the framing of the truck as greater not only in size, but in mass, weight and even speed for most 

- Most of us have frames about maneuverab

down arrangement inv

- 

ess, if not outright danger or malevolence. 

…all with no words. 

 

Putting those invitations to frame the truck as “worse” and “more dangerous” than the car into

many words would, naturally, have a far less compelling effect.  Why?  Because they require the listener 

to detour through their consc

ords would be.  No words are even necessary, and if used too much they could overwhelm – even 

defeat – the desired impact. 
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- The top still draws the attention and brings frames of primacy and importance with it.  Only, 

now the

 attention, maneuverability 

and self

eight in the 

images themselves.  Now, which one “feels” faster, and which one slower? 

: The 

 likely stories evoked may have more to do with “choices” and “intent” up there on top. 

- Now, the smaller, lighter vehicle on top can invite frames of driver

-preservation first into the mind’s eye. 

- And, weight and speed are reversed in this framing, by reversing the implied w

- Finally, the silhouette “indictment”, such as it may be invoked by the images will be just as 

likely to attract suspicion and doubt to the top image as the bottom, if not more likely. 

 

Conscious comments and reasoned arguments are still important.  But, they are the Caboose on 

the Train.  As Jack Trout, co-author of the classic book on marketing and frames, called, Positioning

Battle for Your Mind, said about positioning, “[It is] not what you do to the product, but what you do to 

the mind – the ultimate marketing battleground is the mind, and the better you understand how the mind 

works, the better you’ll understand how positioning works.” Positioning a product is the process of 

inviting

ost 

 ones.  And, in that effort, as the illustrations above show, 

verything counts.  Sequence of the delivery.  Color of the imagery.  Life experiences and personal 

 it to be framed in the consumer’s mind.  The consumer positions the product and the advertising 

images and words provide the cues to do so.  Positions and ads.  Frames and anchors. 

 

So, to really take full advantage of frames and anchors to help people build stories with the m

desirable themes, we need to recognize and respect their current frames if there is to be real hope of 

inviting them to adopt different or new

e

narrative already at work. It all counts.  So, knowing some more of the ground rules that govern decision 

akers’

roach before the direct one to develop and then deliver case stories, and 

- Meet decision makers at their current frames before inviting them in different or new directions. 

 

fte, among 

others about “holes” in stories.  Those are “filling defects”, or holes in the narrative of any case story – 

m  use of frames can help a lot. 

 

GROUND RULES – FIRST THINGS FIRST 

 So, two initial ground rules: 

 - Use an indirect app

 

After the first two, there are a couple more to keep in mind.  The next has to do with filling 

“holes” in your case story.  

 

Many attorneys are familiar with observations by visual information guru Edward Tu
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any human story.  The words can never cover all the gaps between events, images and individuals in any 

story.  Frames are mental constructs the observer listening to a story uses to select – outside 

consciousness – which parts of his or her own reference experiences and personal narratives they will use 

to “fill”

ups 

eds are a couple of compelling frames, well-

delivered, to turn decision maker attention and perceptions of importance in a totally different direction, 

casting 

se – in 

 

will inevitably fall prey to imposing your framing about what seems 

portant to your (impossible) task, instead of allowing the venire or focus group lead you where you – 

nd they

es are 

experiences sorted and used according to the 

abituated frames in each decision maker’s mind.  Perceptions in communication come first.  And, 

eferenc

                                                     

 these “defects” in the case story as it is being presented.  

 

This rule is a hard one for professionals who practice all their lives filling a record with 

everything they can somehow get deemed relevant to the proceeding.  But, the fact is there always will be 

far more space than there are stars in it.  You cannot – nor should you try – to fill every gap in your story 

with facts, opinion or emotion. Instead, you want to use the inquiries, direct and indirect, in focus gro

and voir dire, to determine which frames are the most important to string together in your delivery, and 

which anchors will most help that effort, in the context of both side’s conflicting stories.  Not every 

landmine in a case needs to be “answered”.  That’s the old direct frame begging to be placated that you 

feel tugging.  Often, all a serious landmine in your case ne

that negative as not so much “on top” any longer. 

 

All focus group participants have chosen, on an everyday basis through their lives, which gaps to 

fill in each new story from their own unconscious reference points. Just as important for attorneys to 

recognize, they also select which gaps to leave alone.6 Your indirect inquiries will garner plenty of verbal 

and visual anchors they use to hold those frames in place, which you can then use – or adapt for u

your own presentation of your client’s case story.  But, if you make the mistake of thinking your job is to

find and fill every hole, you 

im

a  - most need to go. 

 

 The next ground rule has to do with vision. People all have a visual cortex.  The act of seeing uses 

almost half of our brain’s electrical activity at any given time.  And, once a thing is seen, those imag

stored for future reference, along with all the other reference 

h

r ed perceptions for each decision maker, come next. 

 

 
6 Although many trial attorneys are well aware of the phenomenon of primacy and its power over what gets 
emphasized and what doesn’t in decision maker reconstructions of case stories, that conscious knowledge tends to 
fly out the window for lots of lawyers when confronted with the habit of “having an answer”, directly, to every 
problem that can be conjured up for their current case. Frames work.  Either for or against you. 
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 Yet, when I tell lawyers another ground rule is to balance the visual part of their communication 

with the verbal whenever they are inquiring about or presenting a case story, many act nonplussed.  N

only should you

ot 

 give as much attention to the visual parts of your message, but you should consider them 

first. Th up, mediator or jury 

panel, in

- The at eanor and the visual experience within the venue, 

 the presentation, and 

They all need to be planned.  Particularly the single, fact-based mental image you most want  

ssociated with your case story theme by the largest number of decision makers possible.  More on that 

ter. 

t 

 in groups or potential jurors about the stories they are 

usy re-building concerning your client’s case.  The ground rule is to always start at the most general 

 communication, whether of the whole trial or mediation, the start of a witness exam, 

r the start of the second morning in trial.  Always start as generally as you can, and move to the specific 

ng 

to 

references 

e brain does. The visual “parts” of any attorney’s message to a focus gro

clude: 

torney’s dem

- The coordinated demonstrative aid package balancing the spoken text of

Especially, 

- The variety of mental imagery you plan to reinforce or shy away from. 

a

la

 

 The next rule deals with narratives.  It is a sort of corollary to both the indirect first and meet a

their frames first rules.  Because our decisions travel a long way outside conscious control before we 

“realize” them and start to discuss their merits with ourselves and others, it is important to respect the 

nature of that process while you talk to participants

b

level and move slowly towards the most detailed. 

 

 People need to be allowed to relate their own experiences and subjective narratives about their 

meanings – their frames and themes – to your client’s story in the greatest number of ways.  Throw the 

widest net at first, never the narrowest. Due to the effects of primacy on their thinking, this is especially 

true at the start of a

o

details as you go. 

 

 Habit again is a rough master.  And, habit, in the form of the “fill every gap” frame all good 

lawyers have, is a constant impediment to applying this rule, no matter how well you intend to.  Throwi

dozens of details out before the whole story frame is set up will actively invite each decision maker 

latch on to some stray detail and spin a wholly unrelated narrative bolstered by unconscious 
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o our reach to track or filter. Researchers often call the results “counter-factual reasoning” or 

attention to “outliers” rarely tracking them back to their source in the attorney’s delivery.7  

 

 The next ground rule deals with appreciating the frames and themes embodied in each decision 

maker’s mind before you arrive to persuade them.  It’s simple.  Be sure you’ve gotten the most complete 

sense of their frameworks before you try to get them to change

ut of y

 them.  I’ve often referred to this rule as 

ever taking one answer for the whole story.  The goal is to harvest all you can before you start trying to 

plant or ide 

st 

ts for 

u will be telegraphing all sorts of 

direct “objections” to what you’d rather not hear in your choice of words and topics, your voice tone, 

s you adopt, and a hundred other 

n

 invite your listeners to do so. Their anchors and frames, assuming most are elicited, will prov

the basis for the best theme and case story for you to deliver. 

 

The method is to use the indirect approach gathering information about the many ways each 

frame in each story can be viewed, avoiding consensus and expanding rather than reducing group 

participant input wherever possible by constantly following up. The lawyer’s frame that will work again

your effort is in the habit of zealous advocacy.  Even if you suppress the overt – the direct – argumen

your client’s position, if you are running the focus group inquiry, yo

in

pitch and volume, the focus of your eyes, the positions and gesture

signals that require extensive training to catch, much less interrupt. 

 

WHO, WHAT, HOW, WHEN and WHERE BEFORE WHY 

 Finally, a “how to” ground rule that covers a number of the bases already laid out.  In presenting 

 case story to persuade, or while making the inquiries of groups that will help develop that eventual 

presenta

ou have read about decision makers constructing or re-authoring 

 case story is not

a

tion, get the implications and suggestions out before the explanations.  And, if it’s a choice, 

always drop the direct explanation in favor of the indirect suggestion.   

 

This is important because what y

a  a metaphor, and far from simple semantics.  Take the examples of the Truck and Car 

ect 

illustrations and add the following examples of a spate of recent research on the subject of implied 

suggestions and implicit memory. 

 

 In a series of social science experiments, the frames inside the subjects’ heads are shown to aff

the reference experiences they use to build a narrative long before their conscious minds get a crack at the 
                                                      
7 This unwitting invitation to generate outlier and counter-factual positions is another reason why “concept” or de-
centralized and unstructured focus groups on legal matters are so dangerous and misleading.  See, Oliver, Ibid, 
Chapter 5, pgs 157-168. 
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task. Dr. John Bargh, from Yale, said, “We’re finding that we have these unconscious behavioral 

guidance systems that are continually furnishing suggestions…about what to do next, and the brain is 

onsidering and often acting on those, all before conscious awareness…sometimes those goals are in line 

 

ed 

e 

a form, subjects in 

nother room were given a crumbly cake to eat.  Those whose minds had been primed by the faint smell 

c

with our conscious intentions and purposes, and sometimes they’re not.”  His experiments dealt with a 

very indirect sort of framing – metaphors.  Subjects were handed either cups of ice-cold coffee or hot

coffee before reading about and rating the character of a stranger.  Hot cups yielded “warmer” perceiv

characters, and cold cups produced assessments of “colder” personalities.8 

 

 Or, consider the work of researchers ranging from California to the Netherlands.  Subjects wer

invited to play a one-on-one game involving investments with an unseen partner.  By setting a black 

briefcase far at the end of the table in the room with the subject, researchers successfully invoked the 

competition frame in the minds – and actions – of those subjects.  Or, after filling out 

a

of cleaning solution in a bucket hidden from view were encouraged to react from the neat frame three 

times as much as their colleagues who smelled nothing.  Or, what about the guilty framing of subjects 

who felt the need to cleanse their consciences after recalling a past unethical deed for experimenter

being offered a choice between an antiseptic wipe or a pencil for their participation? 

 

 If you hold any remaining doubts about personal, subjective narratives being written by every 

group participant or actual decision maker in a legal matter, consider the results of an experiment run 

memory researcher David Pizarro and his colleagues.  In describing the “case story” of a man in a 

restaurant who ended up getting a call and walking out on his check, two groups of subjects got added 

information, and a third kept the original input. One group he

s, then 

by 

ard several facts depicting “bad” character, 

nd the other heard correspondingly “good” things about the man.  Without warning, a week later, the 

ch 

                                                     

a

subjects were all asked to recall details about the story, having already rated his original “bad act” of 

walking the check higher or lower based on “character” evidence.  Those who had heard the additional 

bad stuff (rude to the waiter, liked walking checks, loud on the phone, etc.) added distorted facts to their 

versions of the story that were never there in the first place. 

 

 Dr. Pizarro has said this is the first study showing that social knowledge about an individual can 

actually distort details about an event – a story - involving that individual. But, there have already been 

many studies showing that different descriptions of an event (cars “smashing” rather than “hitting” ea

 
8 Discussed in Carey, Benedict; “Who’s Minding the Mind”, New York Times, July 31, 2007, reprinted in News 
From the Mental Edge, Vol. 13, No. 1, Winter 2008. 
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other, post-event switching of the color of a car in questioning, etc.) will reliably result in recall of those 

stories being distorted. This latest entry in the collection shows that changing details about a person’s 

haracter will also distort memories of the story from that point forward in the mind.  Other studies have 

s to 

w 

ed 

When eliciting stories from them, or when delivering stories to them, the two parts of every 

lotaire 

e 

 with falling.  Both deal with the same general frame of responsibility, but from two 

pposing angles.  The anchor personal responsibility has been heavily reinforced in the past decade to 

 the possibilities within his or her client’s case story, as well as to turn around and use to 

eliver the most compelling version of that story that emerges from the effort.  But, it’s helpful to always 

eep in mind they are naturally-occurring phenomena in the mind of every person; lawyer, decision 

em as artificial constructs, or verbal “tricks”, will net an attorney a lot less 

 

c

shown that the unconsciously-generated distortions, additions or deletions every decision maker bring

their task are very resistant to conscious, direct “correction” of their private versions, no matter ho

distorted they may be.  “Jurors will disregard the previous evidence.” “You will find my client committ

no fraud.” 

 

 

decision maker’s mind need to be addressed in the most productive sequence.  That is other than 

conscious first, and conscious next.  Indirect and implicit, first, then direct and explicit, next.  The best 

approach then, is drawing as straight a line as possible from the most general to the most detailed.  Never 

wobble. 

 

 Think about the embodied metaphors and narratives in a brain from their most basic, physical 

level. Those parts of our stories we learn first in the world, and which notables like Lakoff and C

Rapaille confirm carry so much influence in the way we approach others’ stories in later life. Frames lik

freedom and personal liberty emerge early – with walking - but so do frames evoking the need for 

parental protection –

o

encourage story-building about fault residing with the individual.  But, an anchor like personal 

accountability, travelling in the same narrative framework in the mind can not only imply the need for 

other-centered concerns, but also prime a link to money (“accounting”) in the mind, every bit as much as 

a cup of coffee can. 

 

 Anchors, frames and themes are definitely tools that a trial lawyer can, and should use to both 

inquire about

d

k

maker or otherwise. Treating th

value, than treating them as gifts to be found by showing a little respect for the ground rules on the Train

of Thought. 
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AVOIDING LIP SERVICE 

 Think of an art gallery, with blank white walls, light wooden floors, and a few framed pictur

here and there, face down, leaning against the walls at the floor level. Anchors can be thought of like 

nails set into the wall to hold the frames in place. The frames each turn out to contain messages about

significant part of the overall case story. When they are arranged in a particular story sequence, then 

delivered that way during voir dire, opening statement, and throughout th

es 

the 

 a 

e witness testimony, that 

equence of anchored story frames helps each decision maker establish and then reinforce the most 

e 

chors to set up and hold those frames for participants in research groups or 

ecision makers in court could certainly include Stuff Just Happens and Personal Responsibility.  And, 

ht 

ing goes unsaid by implication there?  

ower. Control. One-up and one-down positions. What the scientists call Locus of Control.9 Once the 

ame in

 to 

 

                                                     

s

desirable theme for what you want your client’s case story to be all about.  You invite each decision 

maker to build a private version of the story as you go along, using each nail and frame in turn.  The 

theme will be what each decision maker sees his or her version of that story to be all about; what the 

framed pictures, hung by those anchors, in that sequence mean to them. 

 

 For the defense, in a civil case about business, not personal injury, what natural, embodied fram

has received massive cultural reinforcement over the last couple decades?  Evolution.  Survival of the 

fittest. Social Darwinism.  An

d

since litigation has been framed, for many, as gambling, the indulgence of suing for money over a 

business dispute where “everyone knows” it’s “everyone for yourself” can be seen less as a legal rig

and more as a false claim of entitlement.  So, suing is just trying to get an unfair advantage inside the 

“natural” competitive frame. 

 

 Or, what about the plaintiff perspective in one of those personal injury suits?  The most general 

territory for active frames in that arena, if not themes themselves, could be found in protection and 

prevention.  But, what naturally embodied, lizard brain-level fram

P

fr cludes presumed positions of greater and lesser power as a natural arrangement, then an 

unlawfully injured person can more easily be seen to have every right to expect every reasonable effort

protect – or other anchor phrases to that effect.  Even more if you offer to show how you were personally

responsible enough to cover your own safeguarding bases, first. 

 

 
9 Because so many case stories’ developments turn on the perception of power and control and where it is focused, a 
consistent Point of View is very important to establish and maintain in your case story. Oliver, Ibid, Chapter 4, 7.  
This control framing is one of the secrets of the potent persuasive techniques laid out in Friedman, Rick and Malone, 
Patrick; Rules of the Road: A Plaintiff’s Guide to Proving Liability; Trial Guides; Portland, OR; 2006. 
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 What stops efforts at framing and reframing from being taken as just juggling vocabulary is 

emonsd trated appreciation and respect for the other than conscious origins of the story-building. Each 

decision maker goes through several stops on their mental track before they can come up with words of 

their own to describe that process after a leaning has already been realized.  The bias towards the verbal 

framing of experience that lawyers have habituated will work against showing respect for that.  It will 

turn otherwise persuasive efforts into lip service. 

 

 A good example can be had from the nationally renowned collector of fancy phraseology, Frank 

Luntz. He is credited with popularizing the verbal anchor tax relief while in the employ of the Republican 

National Committee and various individual politicians a few years back.  The frames that anchor holds in

place should be apparent: burden, impositi

 

on, subjugation, to name a few. Themes invoked could reach 

overnment Predation. But, it is helpful to pay careful attention to how this anchor became part of 

eople’

es 

cess to any media.  Over years.  Most civil trials average about a week, plus.  

sually . But, in the interpersonal influence 

sion makers in the 

then communicated less directly. Some examples of 

uch fra es wo

G

p s awareness, and eventually incorporated into many, if not most, minds in America. In a word, it 

was done by repetition.  Massive, multiple, unrelenting, almost ubiquitous repetition.  Thousands of tim

for an average citizen with ac

U  with only one or two advocates for each side.  Anchors help

world, settling for semantics won’t work. 

 

 Instead, familiarize yourself with the frames that are likely to come up for deci

legal context, and learn how they are elicited and 

s m uld include: 

 - Context and Content. (The most basic framing division.) 

  One is the frame or situation outside the picture, One is the details or character within. 

  “What do all medical professionals agree about such a situation, Doctor?” 

specifically, are you claiming was not taken, then, sir?” 

out the journey. 

ay out more of, Ms. Adjuster?” 

at over 13 years of development and independent safety oversight go into  

Contro  and Po

ose choice was that, once again?” 

  “Which step, 

 - Outcome and Process.  

  Some stories are all about the destination, while others need to be all ab

  “What, then, would your company have to p

  “Is it true th

   this one product?” 

 - l wer 

  The ability to effect changes within the story frame is often a key component. 

  “What questions did you ask the nurses before you hung up, Doctor?’ 

  “And, wh
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 - Locus of Control 

  Who or what wields the power and control; is the Active Party or Active Ingredient  

   driving the events in the story? 

e?” 

e any chance for the other bidders at all?” 

- Loss and Gain 

 decision makers are more persuaded by stories that allow them to  

e.  Rather, the task is to put first 

ings first; indirect before direct and general before specific.  If you learn which frames emerge – and 

e of 

trial attorneys can pump out 

rojects that expose a strong vein of anti-corporate bias in the national jury pool the very same year that 

 

In a tough negotiation, with a fair amount of potential for movement and challenges alike, it can 

  “That was information known to those three people and no other at the tim

  “With a price set so far below cost, was ther

 

  The research agrees

   avoid a loss, rather than achieve a gain.  But, the combination is even more  

   persuasive. 

  “What would stop you – or anyone – from taking the same road again?” 

  “How many nursing homes need this too?” 

 

FRAMES-FORWARD ACTION 

 There are other general frames that will very frequently emerge as key elements to decision 

maker versions of legal case stories. They all can be elicited or communicated by indirect means, or 

directly laid out for the listener. It is not an absolute, either-or choic

th

how – from a good number of test group listeners, you can plan to introduce them at the outset of 

mediation or trial presentations in the most appropriate fashion.  Frames that deal with identity or 

identification within a story, characterization or caricatures in the narrative, available metaphors, scop

story aspects like time, numbers, people and acts, as well as cultural norms expressed in media, morals, 

myths, religious and literary narratives are all likely veins to mine. 

 

 So, how can it be true that research organizations working with 

p

plaintiff lawyers’ organizations reveal results that show a huge tilting against injured plaintiffs filing 

lawsuits?  Take a second look at the most basic framing division for legal – or any – persuasion: context

and content framing.  One deals with what’s outside the “picture” hanging on the mental gallery wall; the 

circumstances, the situation and the general surroundings.  The other deals with what’s inside the picture; 

the character, the thinking, the details of each event. 

 

 

be invaluable to keep close track of which frame, context or content, the opposition is currently using.  

When arguing, you always want your answer framed in the other.  When both sides are seeking 
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accommodation or agreement, you want to match their frame.  It helps, therefore, to know where they a

so you can make the proper adjustments accordingly before it’s too late.  Never fight fire with water, 

unless that’s what you mean to do. 

 

re, 

Here’s an example where the contextual frames are the determining factor for attorney choices in 

ight 

y indirect 

eans at first, about the shapes of the stories they are re-authoring about the case.  Their anchors.  Their 

ames. grees 

ation in the marketplace as a whole (context), 

here fairness between the parties is a side issue, and effect on overall competition is the rule. 

 

persuasion.  All decision makers will mentally redraft a case story, in part, as a human narrative, even 

when big corporations or organizations are the actual entities in conflict.  They will, at some point, be 

drawn to consider the alleged bad acts from a “right-wrong” standpoint, according to their own references 

outside conscious direction or control.  Consider the different framing that a dispute over a contract m

encourage compared with a dispute over an anti-trust claim against a company in the marketplace. 

 

 In each you will still be tasked to get the best from every participant in a focus group, b

m

fr  Their narratives and mental imagery.  But, the context of judging right and wrong is 180 de

opposite, according to the legal standard.  In one case it’s probably OK to look at the details (content 

frame) and ask whether one party acted fairly towards the other at the time.  But, in the other, the right-

wrong question is all about the wider world of the situ

w

 

 Where it gets interesting, just as research findings that show jurors are biased against both 

corporate defendants and injured plaintiffs, is when the theme territory of the story seems the same – 

Protection – but the frames are opposites – fair treatment or preserved competition.  It really is not w

you say you need, but how you get there that counts. 

 

 For attorneys planning on actually delving into using a

hat 

nchors and framing in practice, not just at 

e “tax relief” theory level, it can be some comfort to keep in mind that a habituated response is not 

lways a rational and reasonable one.  Often, that reality will appear at the juncture between content and 

ontext framing of the message.  For instance, columnist Maureen Dowd points out the empirically 

idea of American exceptionalism doesn’t extend to [individual] 

meric

 

th

a

c

verifiable observation that, “The 

A ans being exceptional…The people who want English to be the official language of the United 

States are uncomfortable with their leaders being fluent in it.” 
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WHEN LESS IS NOT MORE 

 One frame most lawyers have incorporated somewhere along the line is the habit of isolating and 

hallenging a premise in a question, answer or statement. These premises, or presumptions are often 

ng 

em fo ut, feel free to show your gratitude for their willingness as you start to 

d on what they bring in the door with them, that could impede their effort, block 

ll as it needs doing – in this one case. 

d in the shorthand version of preframing remarks for voir dire above: 

me their experience of voir dire in such a way that they are most likely to 

cknowledge any good cause to question their ability to do the job here, compared to somewhere else they 

l 

the practiced ability to catch a premise on the fly.  But, instead of just challenging 

very on expand your daily practice in legal communication to include all five of 

ow how to recognize 

mind that were always residing behind it. And, start collecting the 

ental) images rs holding them in place.  One caveat; much of this work 

isn’t an accurate assumption.” “No, not always.” 

Declar

saying is…?” 

 - Imply the premise 

  “What priority of patient safety is served by…?” 

c

anchors for a frame, or frames in and of themselves.  For instance, do not greet a venire panel by thanki

th r their desire to serve.  B

question their ability, base

their way, or make it impossible for them to do the job as we

 

 These premises imbedde

 - Willingness to serve 

 - Ability to do so 

 - Impediments from outside (they bring with them) 

 - Doing a job 

 - One job among many, 

 …can all help people fra

a

can do it as well as it needs to be done.  In other words, the indirect message challenging a potentia

juror’s character hiding in the question, “Can you still be fair?” gets reframed into a quest for them to 

determine for themselves just where they will best be allowed – by their circumstances - to act as fairly as 

we already presume them to be. 

 

 You need not start from scratch. One useful head start comes from the habit of rehearsing 

challenges to premises; 

e e in a knee jerk fashion, 

the approaches listed below.  Notice how quickly a simple premise you already kn

can start revealing whole frames of 

(m  and phrases serving as ancho

can’t be done out loud. 

 - Challenge the premise 

  “Actually, that 

 - e the premise 

  “What you’re 
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 - Reframe the premise 

  “If by that you mean…” “No, not if…” 

volving a fatality.  The claim was more about a known dangerous propensity of the equipment, than any 

. 

nd-

ve construction vehicle; half of those people 

laimed they had (safely) experienced the dangerous performance defect; many showed a certain level of 

ffort to track how many anchors and frames of mind are being proposed, to what likely 

 be, 

 

 

.  

                                                     

 - Expose the premise 

  “So, you want jurors to think…?”10 

 

 Here are the beginnings of two draft openings taken from a plaintiff’s manufacturing defect case 

in

faulty parts or construction.  One relies more on direct suggestions, one on indirect ones to invite the 

decision makers to set up frames with which to start building their versions of the conflicting case stories

 

 Focus group participants revealed several mindsets, including an almost universal awareness of 

the manufacturer with few big biases toward with it; a slight majority who had first-hand and/or seco

hand life experience working with the claimed defecti

c

suspicion about plaintiff counsel and money motives; and a strong trend towards an “all or nothing” 

attribution of perceived fault, one way or the other.   

 

 Make an e

effect, and whether those efforts are more direct or indirect in practice.  (Marking the page can help.) 

 

VERSION ONE 
 Big or small, every company’s number one goal is to make money.  That’s the way it should
and I think we can all agree on that, true? 
 But, if a company chooses to make and sell a product that has some built in dangers, then along 
with that number one goal of making money, comes a number one responsibility to do all they reasonably
can do to assure their customers’ safety. 
 In this case, the law you are here to enforce says that number one responsibility to safety is 
equally important as the number one goal.  You will get an instruction from the judge when you are 
deciding each question on the verdict form called, “Duty of Manufacturer and Seller”.  A part of it says 
ny coma pany that sells a product like this [construction vehicle] with some built in dangers that products 

like shoes don’t carry, has a legal responsibility. That company must meet their responsibility to customer 
safety by showing the degree of care equal to the degree of danger that can be reasonably anticipated – 
under circumstances common when using that product.  The greater the danger anticipated, the greater the 
care demanded. 
 At their heart, the laws and rules that apply to companies that choose to make their money selling
products with built in dangers say those companies have a duty to show the degree of care equal to the 
degree of danger by drawing a line somewhere.  They have to draw the line on safety for their customers

 
10 This last premise reframe, exposing the premise, is the basic tool operating in the method fully described in 
Friedman, Rick; Polarizing the Case: Exposing and Defeating the Malingering Myth; Trial Guides; Portland, OR; 
2007 
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The customers need that line showing them when you are crossing over from reasonable safety to 
unreasonable danger. 
 As the evidence comes in, you will soon see there are at least three ways they can draw that line 

: they can equip their products well, they can instruct well, and they can warn.  
estimo

N TWO 
 
is 

fe 
pany as 

 these 

ne to 
r] done to instruct [vehicle] users to avoid [dangerous 

e deciding each question on the verdict form called, “Duty of Manufacturer and Seller”.  A 
 

e 

f 
 a 

that are capable of causing great bodily harm, or death, 
quire the highest degree of care.  You will see from the evidence in this case that a [vehicle] is quite 

 

for their customers
T ny from that witness stand will show you that, if [this manufacturer] had done any one of those 
three things reasonably well – much less all three – there would be no need for this case and nobody in 
this family would have had to die. 
 
VERSIO
 [This manufacturer] is a longtime manufacturer of [construction equipment/vehicles].  Like all
companies, big or small, [manufacturer] will tell you its overall goal is to make money, and that there 
nothing unusual about that goal. But, when a company chooses to make and sell a product in order to 
make money, the law requires the company to do all they reasonably can do to assure their customers’ 
safety. 
 In this case, the law you are here to enforce says that a company’s responsibility to make sa
products, and to warn and instruct buyers against danger, must be equally important to a com
making money.  In other words, the law requires companies to not just care about making money, but 
demands companies test their products, and warn and instruct against danger.  This is true even if it costs 
a company money to test, instruct and warn. 
 In the case you will hear in this courtroom, you will learn that [manufacturer] makes
[construction vehicles].  You will learn that these [vehicles] easily [create dangers] and that 
[manufacturer] is well aware of this problem.  They’ve been aware of this problem for years.  What has 
[manufacturer] done to test its [vehicles] for this [dangerous] problem? What has [manufacturer] do
warn its customers? What has [manufacture
problem]? These will be your questions to answer and they form the very heart of this case. 
 At the end of this case, after you have heard all the evidence, and listened to the arguments of 
each side, you will be given a set of jury instructions that will state to you the law of this state that applies 
to this case. Each jury instruction is meant to instruct you, the jury, so that you will understand the 
applicable law as you make your decision. 
 So, as you are looking through these jury instructions, you’ll see an instruction from the judge 
when you ar
part of it says any company that sells a product like this [construction vehicle] with some built in dangers
that products like shoes don’t carry, that company must meet their responsibility to customer safety by 
showing the degree of care equal to the degree of danger that can be reasonably anticipated – under 
circumstances common when using that product.  The greater the danger anticipated, the greater the car
demanded. 
 You will learn from this jury instruction that the law provides that some products, like a pair o
shoes for example, require a lesser degree of care because it is difficult to suffer great bodily harm from
defective pair of shoes.  Other products, products 
re
capable of causing the greatest bodily harm, death.  As such, when protecting against [dangerous 
property] of these [vehicles], [manufacturer] was required to use the high degree of care equal to the 
degree of danger – in this case, death.  The law requires that [manufacturer] take these [dangers] very 
seriously, even if it costs [manufacturer] money. 
 
 Because these are two draft openings produced for the same case, many of the proposed anchors

are the same.  But, if you have trouble separating one from another, deciding which invites frames of 

mind along the lines of greater the danger the greater the care versus costs of compliance as motive, 

which sets up anchors like (known) dangers and responsibility versus making and spending money, and 
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which services a theme in the vicinity of “Care not equal to the danger” versus “Profit over people”, then 

nce between direct suggestion and indirect suggestion 

e story framing of prior knowledge of the manufacturer is handled. 

run through them again.  One example of the differe

can be found in how the critical cas

 

MEAN WHAT YOU SAY BEFORE 

YOU SAY WHAT YOU MEAN 

 Attorneys who struggle a bit wrapping their heads around the variety of stories available in any

given situation may want to read some of the new book by social scientist Drew Westin, called 

 

The 

Political Brain.  In it, he points out that, in political races, a successful candidate has to have four stories - 

not one - he or she also has to have four stories that relate effectively with the four stories on the other 

side, too.  What are the four stories?  Your story about yourself, the other guy’s story about you, your

story about the other guy, and the other gu

 

y’s story about himself.  Westin’s excellent contention is that a 

ood campaign will have, hold and project consistent and effective stories of all four varieties.  A strong 

cility 

 

ce, in order, that each 

f those three larger story steps will contain.  Delivering that story, in that sequence, indirectly at first, 

But, don’t forget one of the tougher ground rules in the process.  Balancing the visual delivery 

rames 

d 

g 

agery. For practical purposes, what this fact about the brain – and the mind – means to the trial lawyer 

g

fa with anchors and framing  is essential to make and hold those distinctions between the same 

subjects from four different perspectives. 

 

 Drafting your presentation for your legal case story, after sorting through the best of the input 

from your focus group participants, involves establishing the most effective sequence for the three steps

of your narrative, and arranging your anchors to hold the three or four frames in pla

o

will produce the most productive responses from the largest number of decision makers, setting up and 

reinforcing private stories with themes as close to the desired territory as possible. 

 

 

with the verbal.  Two final prescriptions on this point can round out your approach to anchors and f

that encourage the best themes for any decision maker in any venue.  First, the story’s Central Image. 

 

 Themes are, by nature, very general, more metaphoric and symbolic than explanatory and 

detailed.  And, they are highly visual, in that they enforce the broadest referencing of large tracts of store

experiences in the decision maker’s mind.  Those reference experiences all have language linked to them 

down the road.  However, psychology and neuroscience both agree that the primary means for referencin

all those experiences sorted (outside consciousness) under one large thematic grouping or another, is by 

im
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seeking to invite the use of one theme over another is that the job is only half done when you think you 

have a phrase or two that adequately represents your theme.  You also need an image. A Central Image. 

 

 Here’s your trouble.  While a theme will almost always be something facile and conceptual, even 

when properly linked to the language of the legal rules in the case, the image you select to push forward 

and get adopted by your decision makers has to be based in consensual reality.  The reality of the case 

facts.  You can’t just swing in with a demonstrative aid storyboarding a big, bad company putting profits 

over people on whose necks they’ve placed their big feet.  Nor can you flip up a slide showing a greedy, 

rasping plaintiff attorney whispering in the ear of a marginally-injured, morally bankrupt client, with a 

or 

 

g

big “F” for frivolous on the lawyer’s chest.  The only thing worse, is to not try and provide a central 

image at all. 

 

 So, again, you turn to the focus group participants, and review the video of all of their input f

both the direct references they make to images associated with the case story, and especially the images

they must be referencing to make their comments or ask their questions even when they don’t mention 

them aloud.  Among all these case-specific, fact-based images will be the one that most cleanly and 

clearly reinforces the theme as you’ve isolated and written it.  For practice, go back to the two opening 

al 

.11 

e consciousness means just that.  You do not become 

onscious of all the mental processes outside consciousness merely by verbally acknowledging that they 

nce 

t 

statement drafts and review them seeking out the one mental image, based in the facts not your editori

comments, that most clearly sets up and can reinforce the theme territory for one and then for the other

 

 Lastly, we return to the toughest ground rule of all for many attorneys; the primary choice of 

indirect over direct efforts at persuasion.  Outsid

c

exist.  Though it is remarkable how many of us act as if that were the case.  There is a real differe

between theory and practice, words and reality. 

 

 Anchors and frames, for example, are not a one-way street.  The physical effect on your 

presentation of yourself, when adopting one frame of mind over another often goes unacknowledged, bu

never unobserved.  That is why stopping at the level of verbal “tricks”, like “tax relief”, as if that we

framing can provide, is so dangerous.  Because the 

re all 

frame you will unthinkingly adopt to deliver your 

essage, using your whole brain and your whole body demeanor from voice tone to tapping fingertips, 

                                                     

m

 
11 There is no “right” answer for this exercise.  However, if you conjured up an image of the manufacturer 
“weighing dangers against efforts to show care” for one, and “withholding money to pay for compliance” for the 
other, you would not be off base. 
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w tricks, not relief.  That is the frame you will advertise, as long as that is the frame you hold, 

regardless of your good intentions to the contrary. 

 

 We’ve taken to demonstrating this unsettling, but ultimately empowering, fact of life in legal 

persuasi

ill be 

on by putting attorneys on video in front of a group, and having them start the first two minutes 

f an opening statement, then pause, and start the opening again for the same case.  By show of hands, the 

ajority

 

e they 

, 

livery I asked for was conscious in both 

ature and application.  Bear in mind, these groups of attorneys have just finished hearing a similar 

r 

ike, “This is a story 

bout…” and then away they go out loud.  No directions.  No stage management.  Just an anchor. The 

delivery comes along automatically, without help.  I’ll leave it to you to guess 

he start.  The dynamic between other 

an conscious and conscious functions of our minds is sometimes recognized and given some lip service 

                                                     

o

m  of the group (190 out of 200 in one case) always shows a preference for one version over the 

other.   

 

 One thing they all see, is me whispering in the ear of the attorney just before he or she starts each

version of the brief opening.  I then have them all guess what it was I said to provoke the respons

liked, and the one they did not.  What follows are many guesses that all always have two things in 

common.  First, they all relate to a couple of the fundamental framing factors like Outcome and Process

Loss and Gain, and particularly Control and Power.  And, second, just like our four examples of 

presumed conscious control over decision making from the four professionals of economics, psychology, 

business and law, they all presume that the control over the de

n

description of the primary role of other than conscious processing, much like you’ve just read, above. 

But, the habit of theory over practice is a tough one to outgrow.12 

 

 What is actually done, is to invite the attorney to use an anchor, like silently repeating to him o

herself, congruently in the imagined context, “Your Honor, you have to understand…” and immediately 

launching into the opening aloud.  The next try starts with a silent inner comment l

a

frame of mind driving the 

which version inevitably is found superior by the lawyers watching and listening. 

 

“WE WUZ FRAMED” 

 The fundamental problem is the same as the one cited from t

th

 
12 Psychologist and author Lawrence LeShan, in his classic book, Dilemma of Psychology: A Psychologist Looks at 
his Troubled Profession, points out that this habit of building motivational frames to explain the source of actions by 
anyone else while systematically keeping themselves “outside” and magically immune from that framing is common 
to professionals in many fields who speculate “why” people think, act and feel as they do.  Others would say it’s not 
really just a professional thing. 
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in y when talking about legal decision making, but it is then almost always promptly forgotte

in practice.  The habit of putting the words “on top” is a strong one. 

 

 But, in less than the last dozen years, scientists researching neurons in the brain, not just 

sociology and psychology, have eliminated the last excuse for avoiding the inevitable, and reframing that

 theor n about 

 

pproach to legal persuasion and communication.  It turns out that, simply by reframing your own version 

of 

ts 

at a lawyer taking a persuasive tack can invite a listener – any 

stener – to engage and, starting from a mental stance of reticence or even suspicion, quickly shift to a 

ame o d 

t of 

 in the rhythm, it is now beyond question 

ey will be more receptive than someone you fail to greet this way.  You can invite decision makers to 

a

of what greeting and attention to any other person entails, from something said to something done opens 

up a proven door to persuasion that surpasses anything yet imagined in the wildest dreams of advocates. 

 

 Remember habit is the coin of the other than conscious realm.  It turns out that the human habit 

empathy, or altruism, or engagement, or identification with any other person has been tracked down and 

verified, with everything from functional magnetic resonance imaging to repeated successful experimen

that don’t require physically probing brains.  What all the experimentation and searching has turned up 

are the neurons and other brain structures th

li

fr f mind that actually, measurably leans more toward helping you persuade them.  And, the metho

you need is almost completely nonverbal. 

 

 These neurons even have a name.  They are called “mirror neurons” after the physical activity 

involved.  If you successfully reframe a greeting or attention to another to include the physical ac

doing something like they are doing, with a couple second’s lag

th

switch the framing in their heads from closer to suspicion of your persuasive efforts to closer to 

cooperation with them, before much, if anything, is even said. 

 

 So, the new formula for the most effective approach to persuasive efforts using all that we know 

s and frames leading to the most 

 1. Invite empathy by applied mirroring,13 

 2. Harvest or sow anchors and frames, generally first, 

                                                     

about artfully inviting decision makers to adopt or build anchor

productive case story themes turns out to be really simple: 

 
13 Naturally, there is a great deal more to this technique than can be recorded here.  The best current book on the 
neuroscience on mirroring belongs to Marco Iacoboni, titled Mirroring People: The new Science of How We 
Connect with Others; Farrar Straus and Giroux; New York, NY; 2008.  I’ve written on the practical applications as 
early as 2000, in Courtroom Power: Communication Strategies for Trial Lawyers, and frequently train the skill for 
attorneys’ groups. 
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 3. Distill or deliver the most productive narrative – in sequence, frame by frame. 


